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SHASTA COUNTY CLERIC SUES ON GAY TAPES IN LIBRARY

REDDING, SHASTA COUNTY: Tapes on homosexuality, prostitution and lesbianism in the Shasta County Library, are causing controversy in this northern California town.

The Reverend Victor Lockman, a pentecostal minister who holds extremist views on morality, circulated a petition to have the tapes removed from the library. They are part of a federally funded program called, "Listen In" which is administered by Eureka-Humboldt Library of the North State Cooperative Library System.

Mrs. Grace Gilman appeared before the Shasta County Board of Supervisors, after Rev. Lockman had gathered 213 signatures on his petition to have the tapes removed.

The Board of Supervisors refused to vote on the Reverend's petition, and the tapes remain in the library.

But, buffeted at this level, Reverend Lockman then proceeded to file a suit in Superior Court to have the tapes removed, and damages for $150,000.

Lockman has also instituted a drive to remove Mrs. Grace Gilman as librarian.

Mrs. Gilman expressed little concern over Rev. Lockman's campaign, but did tell the CRUSADER editor that she will stand firm in keeping the tapes.

The same group which put together the death penalty ballot issue last year, are involved with helping the CCC put their referendum on the ballot.

The CCC has not selected a statewide chairperson as yet, but Chief of Police Ed Davis of Los Angeles is reputed to be highly interested in heading such a drive, so much so, that he said he might consider resigning as Chief of Police to lead the drive, and later run for public office in Los Angeles.

BROWN BILL BACKLASH GROWS.....!

SACRAMENTO: A referendum petition to repeal the Sexual Freedom Act, AB 489 has been launched by a group called Coalition of Christian Citizens.

Comprised of fundamentalist ministers as well as laypersons, the CCC appears to be quite well off financially, and they have a horde of volunteers to assist in the gathering of signatures. Nearly 320,000 signatures are required to put the measure on the ballot.

All experts are agreed that signatures required will be gathered quite easily, and that the referendum will in all likelihood, pass with a sizable margin to spare.

The ministers involved are being quite careful to keep their churches out of the fray, less they endanger their federal tax exemption. To date, none of the churches clergy involved have violated this rule of the IRS. The CRUSADER learned this after having met with IRS officials on the matter.

The same group which put together the death penalty ballot issue last year, are involved with helping the CCC put their referendum on the ballot.

The CCC has not selected a statewide chairperson as yet, but Chief of Police Ed Davis of Los Angeles is reputed to be highly interested in heading such a drive, so much so, that he said he might consider resigning as Chief of Police to lead the drive, and later run for public office in Los Angeles.

GAY RALLY JUNE 28

at the CIVIC CENTER PLAZA

2 P.M. Saturday; with guest speakers: Rev. FRIEDA SMITH
Ms. JO DALY - BOB ROSS

and...HARVEY MILK...BOB CRAMER...SENATOR MILTON MARKS

and...GENE PRAT...MISSY...REV. BOB HUMPHRIES

REV. RAY BROSHARES...JOSE SARRIA and others!
The remaining text content is not visible in the image.
GAY CENTRE COUNCIL

NORTHBEAC MENTAL HEALTH CENTER, OAKS STREET-LEVEL, GAY COUNCILLING CENTER...CRISIS AND DROP-IN.

200 Golden Gate Avenue at Polk Street is the address and 11 AM tills 7 PM Monday thru Friday the hours of operation for the center. Gay staff members...psychologists, psychiatric social workers, nurses, you name it and they have it.

No appointments are necessary, and the have a drop-in Gay Women's group each Monday, from 5 PM till 7 PM. Helping Hands Centers director applauds this service.

JoviFy.

MISSING MONEY

• The Toklas, in a most undemocratic move, endorsed the Doug DeYoung crowd (Goodstein-Foster-Miller) already a part of an interview by a person friendly to Hongisto workers, nurses, you name it and they have it.

ence.

The poll was conducted at Stonestown Shopping Center, Safeway Center-Market & Church, Clement Shopping District, Plymouth Square, Alamo Plaza, Haight Shopping District, and Mission Shopping District-18th to 24th Streets.

The remainder various or undecided...Most of those interviewed felt Moscone was not any change from Alioto, that he had the same strings that Alioto had used. Most felt was a sincere man and a man whom they could trust.

Ms. Feinstein received several blasts concerning her involvement with Yerba Buena and her opposition to labor.

Barbagelata's name popped up time and time again as most liked his stand on the budget. The holds true for all the other churches who are members of a denomination.

The coalition will avoid the IRS hassle by expelling the member church which has violated the IRS rules. Revend Bill Mansdorffer of Grass Valley attached to Paul Hardman in a sermon from the pulpit last Sunday.

Bob Ross in the downtown polk group

For a period of time, the downtown polk group voted to change its name to the Downtown Polk Group.

The measure was opposed by the chairman, the Rev. Ray Brohers, who drafted the original name but, explanations from the Polk Street businesses below Washington street, which is a part of the Coalition's district, wanted the name change. Bob Ross is a part of the downtown group.

Elections for new chairs were held earlier this year for the two year term, with the Rev. Ray Brohers being the elected chairman, and then was seated on the Executive Board of the SFPD Police Community Relations Civilian Unit.

At the time, Reverend Ross chairperson elected was in poor health, and since that time, she has had to have her cell operated in the hospital for two months. She resigned her post in much the same way.

So, elections were held to fill that post, and Bob Ross was elected as the chairman. The Polk Street restaurant was elected to fill out the unexpired term.

This marks the first time that a person outside of the Tenderloin has been elected
GAY LIBERATION? NOT YET!

...Maybe Never!

To those who call themselves "gay" and to those who truly are gay, ... we do not now have, nor shall we have in the foreseeable future... liberation! Those who set drunkenly in bars and call themselves "liberated gays" are full of so much horseshit.

Why? ...Well, if they truly were liberated, they wouldn't be drinking themselves into oblivion in a darkened bar. They still have hangups about being a homosexual... and merely because they go to a bar frequented by our sisters and brothers does not make them either gay nor liberated. They are ghettoized and are still in the closet, for the bars are just a much larger closet. Why even have gay bars?? Well, the fact of the matter is that all power is centered around the gay bar scene; period! Deny it all you want, but that is where the funds come from for the gay political groups and for gay social services. Just take a look around and see if that isn't true!

90% of the people who go into a gay bar would never wear a gay liberation button on the outside of the gay ghetto. 99% of the people who go to the baths would never wear a gay button in their own neighborhoods. Most homosexuals come out of their private closets and enter into the larger closet known as the gay bar and bath scene. That is not bad in itself... that, when a person goes no further, that is bad, real bad! LIBERATION... WHAT IS IT AND WHERE IS IT?

In a poll taken on Polk Street and on Castro Street, 79% of the people interviewed have never belonged to any gay group... 87% had never given a dime to any gay group. 41% said they had never heard of S.I.R., helping Hands Center, or MCC. 71% said that the struggle for gay liberation was being able to go to bars, baths, dances... 58% said that gays were so strong that the police were afraid of them. Such sick sick statistics, reflect just where it is at.

Gay people spend so much time talking to one another, that they seldom wander outside of the gay ghetto world of bars, bars, etc., to really find out what is going on. For if they did, they would find that the tide is running away from equality for gay people. They would find that defacto discrimination against gay people has also increased to the point of oppression.

The referendum drive to overturn/defeat the Brown bill, AB 489, is gaining in strength all over the State, and that is a fact.

The referendum, despite what the "pie in the sky" gays tell you, will get on the ballot. And chances are that it will pass with little trouble. And when the Brown bill is overturned by the voters, it will be a mandate for every queer-basher to go out and get the fact... terror will reign in California's gay community like nothing seen before, and in Jesus' name! Just think of the impact, the voters say they don't want gays to have equal rights... this gives your sick cops Chief of Police Davis once more close down gay bars and arrest gay people, for he will have the backing of the majority of the people, the voters.

And San Francisco will be no picnic ground any longer for gay people... things here will really get bad, for too many of our Supervisors now, would give their left arm to be able to create gay voting power, and the majority of your police would love to be able to arrest without the fear of hassle, gay people once more.

The referendum can be defeated at the polls come June of 1976, but, it will be difficult... and we can't do it by the method of David B. Goodstein's machine, who wants to pretend that it isn't a gay issue.

Paul Hardman has one of the right methods... Morris Kight has another right method... and I haven't the foggiest. But, I will work in coalition with Morris and Paul to stop the Coalition of Concerned Christians from being successful in their efforts to make us illegal. It is too bad that others will not work in coalition also... but ego, paranoia, and just plain old personality clashes will not allow it.

Then we have with us always it seems, the professional agitators, most of whom say they are Marxists, and who wander from group to group and even city to city, to just stir shit... a group that has a name like a Jewish food here in the City has a whole roster of non-constructive professional agitators and agitators who seemingly never work for a living either, but they are few in number, but extremely destructive too.

A CALL TO "ARMS"!!!

This last week of June is national Gay Pride Week, and with the marches, the festivals, the parades, the carnivals and dances, we should use these golden chances to spread the word about what is happening, to recruit every inch into the ranks to present a front to the Christian Crazies.

Personalities must be set aside... political ideologies must be set aside (hear that you socialists?) and we must work to educate the public of the dangers of such a referendum that limits peoples freedoms. And that is just what the Christian Crazies propose to do, limit our freedom.

March in the parades, attend the carnivals and dances, get together, stand united now or never!
**I am a man of action**

Prat's CITIZENS TO ELECT GENE PRAT

- UTILIZATION OF COMMUNITY
- REDUCTION IN RECIDIVISM
- ELIMINATION OF DRUG TRAFFIC
- REHABILITATION

Hayakawa, said Mrs. J. Eugene McAteer he would bring new ideas thoughts, but he's not a man to has a lot of ideas and action." Prat said. "The primary difference between Prat, who is executive assistant to educator-semanent:

ought to pay back deposits in full...the bath knows!!!! dollars, silver ones at that, and is the Flying Nun burning at THE INVISABLE C.T.C .....Cliff Elmon, ala Richard Elmon took lots of bread for a publication that never came out...that's not too nice Clifford. BENTSPOOKS IN A PHONE BOOT - What bartender at what bar on the side of Bob Hill had a rendezvous with sex in a phone booth????

and the Bay Area Reporter, standing with umbrella and in a bath-wet and gooey! a hard worker. a pie in the face for you...don't go near the auctions, it isSweetlips, it seems that he wanted to borrow the Reverend's robe to, I don't want to"....well, surprise, Joe wasn't going to marry them, there are others things in life besides Bob C.C. Ross...

**What If Helping**

We have a wealth of information, opinions, and ideas, and most importantly, we can use our voice on the other end of the line.

**171-3366**

Answers 24 hours.
the GREATEST TRICYCLE RACERS!!!!

They gathered together on Memorial Day for a race for charity and fun.

Marin based group, Guide Dogs brought in nearly $500 for the and from the Kokpit. The Rever­center, the entry from the Coits Diana and James of Helping Hands ing tricycles for five miles, Thrift Town was the winner, with end Ray Broshears blesses the

luminaries as Paul (Chatty Cathy Car Court, MCC, Daisy Court, etc.

Members of the Gulovich royal house, include Ken Rector, Gulovich took the old 1001 Nights and changed the neune, put his lover Clay in the face with a pie....all supplied by Gardner and the House of Good? Faries.. .Sector presiding. Joe Roland, Lenney Mollet, the Crown Prince, Mike Delaney, Bill McWilliam, Rich Bannor, Ken Rector, Hawaii, Walter, Paul Clay, and dozens of other people made the evening the most fun evening this City has seen in many a moon. Dowager Empress I de San Francisco, Jose Sarria "could sell ice cream to Eskimos" as a comment made after the auction. ^

YUGOSLAVIAN Royal Palace

Bob Golovich, a hard looking man, owns the Royal Palace a most popular San Francisco bar and restaurant which has scheduled shows starring Jose Sarria, is one hell of a fighter. Golovich took the old 1001 Nights and changed the name, put together a winning staff, beginning with Jose the dowager Empress de San Francisco, and made a money maker out of a real looking business. Golovich's lover Dale, is part owner of the Royal Palace, and he like Bob, is a tireless worker. But, despite the hard exterior, Bob Golovich is a warm person, who tries to help others....and this has been the key to his success. Members of the Gulovich royal house, include Ken Rector, Tom, the fabulous Rex Ann, Bill, Mike, Lee, Russell the finest new chef along in years, of course Jose the manager, and Chuck Waits, the social director of the palace. Marshall Tito would not approve of this capitalist venture, but there are few Yugoslarians who care or approve of Tito. But, San Franciscans approve, and that is all Bob wants!!!

**LET J.F.K. ALONE**

"Let John F. Kennedy alone", it's over, it's done, no investigation is going to uncover anything! Those were the words of Ray Broshears in San Francisco, when confronted by the fact that a committee had been established here to investigate the JFK assassination. Broshears told this writer that "too many of the principles are dead, to really re-open the case", "I support Congressman Phillip Burton's opposition to the re-opening of the murder, Victor Marchetti recently revealed that both Clay Shaw and David Ferrie were quite active in CIA projects. Ferrie and Broshears "knew" each other in New Orleans. Ferrie had con­tacted Broshears, before his murder. Ray Broshears.

**GOOD LORD, IT'S A REAL NEWSPAPER!**

"A TREE BY ANY OTHER NAME, WOULD STILL BE A TREE!"....And this is true in the defection union of the Society for Individual Rights (SIR), Whitman-Radclyffe, and Alice B. Toklas Memorial Democratic Club....well there's only you out there, but they all add up to one name....DAVID B. GOODSTEIN!

**GOOD TIMES TO GO**

June 28 Civic Center

**Gay Liberation Days**

**NAOMI'S**

969 Mission St., San Francisco 94114

Phone: 415-639-2626

*FREE PARKING...WE DELIVER*

*COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE*